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1. Title of the program: Covid Vaccination Duty 

2. Name of the Coordinator/s : Dr. RESMI V C and VIPIN KD (NSS Programme Officers) 

3. Organizing Department/Cell :  NSS 

4. Date : 16/06/2021-05/10/2021 

5. Number of participants: 45 

6. Venue: CHC  MOOTHAKUNNAM 

7. Resource Person/s :NIL  

8. Objective of the Program : Aim of this effort was to provide all kinds manual support to 

the medical staffs in the Community Heal Center, Moothakunnam to enable comfortable 

Covid  vaccination by the people in the Vadakkekkara panchayath. This programme aimed 

the vaccination of maximum number of individuals in order to mitigate the impact of the 

pandemic and protect public health. Besides, the NSS Volunteers had to promote vaccine 

acceptance by the individuals and address any concerns or misconceptions among the people 

about vaccination and enhance their confidence in the vaccination process. 

9. Detailed description of the event: At the time of college reopening in the month of June 

2021, people were having the fear of spreading covid. SNM college NSS volunteer secretary 

Shahir Mohamed took accepted the mission of vaccinating the people to prevent the covid 

spreading with the help of other volunteers. This was a period when covid pandemic was at 

its peak. Our NSS volunteers took this as a challenge and helped the doctors and nurses in the 

CHC Moothakunnam. This became a yearlong programme and every day alternative group of 

few volunteers reached at the health center and worked with the medical staff there. NSS 

volunteers faced many challenges such as shortage of transportation and Food due to LOCK 

DOWN situation prevailing at that time even all over the state. However these issues and 

difficulties are nullified by the bold mind of the NSS Volunteers of the college. They worked 

every day from 9am to 4pm and on some days it extended to 7pm too. NSS Volunteers did 

Data Entry works on Sundays and other holidays. It was a remarkable service by the NSS 

Volunteers of SNM college for reducing the impact of Covid Pandemic and they performed 

that without considering their health and Life. 

 

 



10. Outcome of the event/Evaluation by Program Coordinator: 

 NSS volunteers got an opportunity to showcase their service mind to the society by serving 

the medical group and public during a pandemic situation. With the support of NSS 

volunteers, Community Health Centre could conduct vaccination process more quickly and 

also efficiently. Public could get vaccine without waiting more time in the vaccination centre.  

The dedicated efforts of NSS Volunteers helped a great extent in safeguarding public health 

in Vadakkekkara Panchayath and thus achieving positive outcomes in the fight against 

COVID-19. Our NSS Volunteers also took part in daily data entry of covid test and did 

communication with covid patients over phone for knowing their current situation and 

details.     NSS Volunteers did this remarkable  service while the medical sector was facing 

shortage of Covid Health workers and family members of Covid patient were afraid to 

approach their own family members.  
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